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I’ve created this blog to share the information 4chan has collectively gathered

and researched about a suspected pedophilia and human tra!cking ring that we

seem to have uncovered existing within our DC politicians and the elite class.

It all started with one incredibly suspicious Podesta email that had skeptics

suggesting they weren’t actually talking about pizza, but rather in code. Here it

is:

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/


If this is not speaking in code, then it makes absolutely NO SENSE. Not a single

person has been able to o"er a coherent explanation on what this could mean if

ACTUALLY pizza and map related…

Not to mention this disturbing “coincidence”:





Read the headliner above on the website Evie’s Crib Blog “Evelyn is growing up.

Soon she will be the queen of the entire US of A. right now, for a limited time

only, you can spend some time with her online, raw and uncut. Take advantage

of this now, as in the future she will have the power of life and death over you.”

FUCKING BARF. The bottom email is from JOHN PODESTA’S email dump by

Wikileaks. Tamera Luzzatto “Grand Tam” served as Chief of Sta" to Hillary

Clinton and now works at the Pew Charitable Trusts “Farmer” Tamera

For those still not convinced there is code being used, here’s a few more

examples using pedophile slang which has existed on deep web .onion for

decades:

“I’m dreaming about your hot dog stand in Hawaii…” Podesta Hot Dog Stand

Obama flies in $65,000 pizzas/hot dogs from Chicago for private White House

event in 2009 o" taxpayers’ money $65k in “Pizza” and “Hot Dogs”

“Do you think I’ll do better playing dominos on cheese than on pasta?” Dominos on

Cheese or Pasta

In other Podesta emails, a pizza joint called “Comet Ping Pong Pizza” is

referenced multiple times. You can find this at Wikileaks Podesta search =

Comet

This is where it starts to get weird, and I will try to bring in only the most

relevant evidence. John Podesta is Hillary Clinton’s campaign chairman, and he

served as a counselor to Obama. He acted as Chief of Sta" to Bill Clinton. He is

not an elected o!cial, but it is clear he has real influence in American politics.

In the emails, you will read this Comet location seems to be a hot-spot, serving

as a fundraiser location for both Obama and Hillary Clinton. Why would they

choose a pizza joint supposedly kid-friendly with the main attraction being

PING PONG TABLES??

http://evelynneaville.blogspot.com/
http://littlesis.org/person/39136/Tamera_Stanton_Luzzatto
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30231
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/12/1223066_re-get-ready-for-chicago-hot-dog-friday-.html
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/30613
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/?q=comet&mfrom=&mto=&title=&notitle=&date_from=&date_to=&nofrom=&noto=&count=50&sort=6#searchresult


First suspicious activity is merely its location. Check out the unclassified FBI

pedophilia symbology:

^Source: FBI Issued Pedophile Symbols UNCLASSIFIED

https://wikileaks.org/wiki/FBI_pedophile_symbols


Comet Pizza is located right across the street from Beyond Borders, which says

on its website it works to “end child slavery and violence against girls” in Haiti

and it is a subsidiary of the Clinton Foundation Charity. Confirmation of these

facts can be found by visiting this website: Beyond Borders To understand why

this connection to Haiti was instantly a red flag, read article Clinton Foundation

Connected to Convicted Child Tra!cker Laura Silsby

Okay, so all coincidence so far. Let’s take a look at the symbology seen in this

area. First Comet Ping Pong:

http://beyondborders.net/
http://truthfeed.com/breaking-clinton-foundation-tied-to-convicted-child-trafficker-laura-silsby-media-silent/34146/


Weird, but proves nothing. But wait, let’s look at the Besta Pizza symbol two

stores down from Comet and owned by DOJ employee Andrew Kline of the

human tra!cking unit. Source: Besta Owner Research

https://steemit.com/wikileaks/@ausbitbank/besta-pizza-is-owned-by-andrew-kline-of-the-human-trafficking-prosecution-unit-of-the-doj-pizza-parties-exposed
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/cometpedo/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/image3-2/


Please refer back up to known pedophile symbology. This one is so blatantly

obvious, it’s disgusting. But anyone could say this is all just

speculation. UPDATE: BESTA HAS CHANGED THEIR LOGO Updated Besta Logo

Website

Let’s look across the street, at the Terasol Bistro and Artisan Gallery that is two

http://mybestapizza.com/


stores away from Clinton’s Beyond Borders. This was found on their website.

Please look toward the bottom.



An adult hand with a kid’s hand inside unclassified FBI pedophile symbol for



girl lover – the double heart. GIVE ME A BREAK. These people are hiding in

plain sight. UPDATE: TERASOL HAS REMOVED THE PEDOPHILE

SYMBOL Updated Terasol Website

But okay, I know everything continues to be just speculation. Now it’s going to

take a turn for the ugly, and VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED. THESE IMAGES

CONTAIN DISTURBING MATERIAL.

The owner of Comet Ping Pong is James Alefantis. James also owns the “Bucks

Fishing and Camping” store that advertises cutting meat with a

machete… Buck’s Fishing and Camping Website

James is also apparently one of the 50 ‘most powerful men’ in Washington D.C.

according to GQ. How does a Ping Pong Pizza joint give you that sort of power?

James, Instagram username “jimmycomet”, is the ex-lover of Correct the

http://www.terasolartisans.com/
http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/
http://www.gq.com/gallery/50-most-powerful-people-in-washington-dc#49


Record’s David Brock (a pro-Hillary super PAC which has gone on record stating

it funds millions of dollars for online trolls to confront anyone talking

negatively about Hillary Clinton on social media such as Facebook, Reddit,

Twitter and yes, even 4chan). We happened to find his Instagram… and this is

when it starts to get very disturbing. UPDATE: THE JIMMYCOMET ACCOUNT

HAS BEEN MADE PRIVATE BUT JAMES BTFO, DOESN’T UNDERSTAND HOW

THE INTERNET WORKS. ARCHIVED VERSION – James “jimmycomet” Alefantis

Instagram

https://sli.mg/a/gaffhM


Here we see a unique Je"rey Dahmer-inspired sculpture posted on James’

Instagram. This is important because the owner of this one-of-a-kind art piece

is none other than Tony Podesta (John Podesta’s brother). In the comments, he

even admits this is indeed at Tony’s house. Check out the Washington Post

article talking about Tony’s “art”…

[…Podesta residence hung with multiple color pictures by Katy Grannan, a photographer

known for documentary-style pictures of naked teenagers…]



Tony mentions in a di"erent article one of his favorite artists is Biljana

Djurdjevic. Link: Tony Podesta Article Here’s a quick look at some of her art. If

http://washingtonlife.com/2015/06/05/inside-homes-private-viewing/


this woman isn’t/wasn’t a victim, I will eat my own shoe. (Material copyright of

Biljana Djurdjevic) Visit her website if you would like to have nightmares and

su"er PTSD from paintings of kids lying face down in ponds – Biljana Djurdjevic

Website

http://www.biljanadjurdjevic.com/


It is worth reference to look at Kim Noble’s art, who is known for su"ering

Satanic Ritual Abuse and her personality has permanently splintered into

di"erent entities. In this painting, you can see five adults standing in what looks

to be a pentagram. Below the child being raped, there is a handkerchief and this

appears in multiple of Kim’s paintings. Apparently the handkerchiefs are put

under the child to collect blood/semen as a token or “map”. Hmm, where else

have we heard about a handkerchief with a map recently?



Okay, so back to the owner of Comet Ping Pong Pizza. Let’s take a look at some

of his Instagram postings, and please tell me it does not make your skin crawl.

Oh and is anybody surprised he’s a fan/friend of Marina Abramovic, Ms. Satanic

Spirit Cooker herself? If you want to learn how blood, semen, urine, breast milk



and slicing your own left middle finger are used in this ‘occult magic’, watch

Marina’s very own YouTube guide: Marina Spirit Cooking She’s important

because we recently learned through Podesta leaks that she likes to hold private

Spirit Cooking nights at her house and invites the Podesta brothers. On a Reddit

AMA, she even admitted herself, “If you are doing the occult magic in the context of

art or in a gallery, then it is art. If you are doing it in a di!erent context, in spiritual

circles on in private houses or on TV shows, it is not art.” Marina ‘AMA’

Screenshot Okay, then what is it Marina? C’mon people, don’t be blind.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9ys-Lfu4Sc
https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/15893
https://twitter.com/BestReweets/status/794454813723410432


Oh and I’m sure it’s just a coincidence this she-beast hangs out with top

celebrities like Lady Gaga, Beyonce, JayZ and Kim Kardashian (to name only a

few). Totally normal stu", guys. More concerning, though, is that she hangs out

with arguably the most powerful lobbyist in Washington D.C., John Podesta.



BACK TO COMET PIZZA/JAMES ALEFANTIS FOR REAL THIS TIME



About four years ago, a random baby pops up on his feed. Read the comment

“cuteness is very serious business.. Seriously”. Sure, not too disturbing until

you look at this pic:





Not too disturbing? THEN WHAT THE FUCK IS THIS.

To me, it looks like she’s being desensitized to bondage. Notice someone even

says “this is pretty creepy bro” in the comments. Ping pong table in the

background…



La boum boum is apparently slang for prostitution.



Here’s a compilation from 4chan.



Notice in the lower left corner, there is a picture of a freezer room. James

captions it “ohh looks like fun”, a friend comments #killroom and James

himself responds #murder. Going to the friend’s Instagram, username

“werkinonmahnightcheese” who was also recently made private, you could find

pictures of baby co!ns. Can’t make this shit up, people.

Here’s more for the non-believers that can’t see what’s right in front of them:



LONG DONG PING PONG?



CHECK OUT THOSE COMMENTS :,(





A BESTIALITY REFRENCE, FUCKING COOL

 

It gets weirder. Anon found the Instagram of a person named Josh who works at

Comet Ping Pong. Check this out:

Notice he even tags Comet Ping Pong as the location? “CUM VISIT”. And I’m not

sure how accurate because I didn’t want to Google it, but someone on 4chan said

honey has a specific connotation in the pedo world. Here’s another completely

inappropriate post for a “kid friendly” place:



Here’s James Alefantis again wearing “little boy lover” pedophile symbol

glasses.



I am going to move away from the owner of Comet Pizza now, although there is

other very weird things going on there but I can’t cover it all.

Comet markets itself to be kid friendly, yet a woman named Sasha Lord designs



and/or promotes these really messed up posters to advertise upcoming bands

playing.

Notice how the poster on the left looks a lot like the Je"rey Dahmer art. Also, on

the pizza poster, WHAT THE FUCK IS PIZZA EXORCISM? And why is it all ages?

Internet searching the band Heavy Breathing returns interesting results. A

member of the band is named Amanda Kleinman. Check out one of her many

seriously disturbing YouTube videos where she refers to herself as “puppet” and

literally talks like a baby (using w’s instead of l’s, etc.). I chose this video

because she has drawn what is known as a “Changeling” – a spirit that steals a

human child and replaces it. Google it. Fucking creepy. Creepy Klein

Video UPDATE: (REMOVED BY USER) Here’s a di"erent unsettling video of her

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWeNP7-eH8Q
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/sasha/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/sasha2/


“performing” at Comet Ping Pong: Amanda Kleinman Stage Persona “Majestic

Ape” She makes pedophile jokes in multiple di"erent “performance art” videos

and one time even jokes about euthanizing a baby…

Here’s a picture from Heavy Breathing’s website:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sg_BdyjId6E


^I don’t recommend going there because it’s just plain gross, and yes there’s

lots of pedophile references by this band. But if you insist: Heavy Breathing

Website

Here’s another band apparently worthy of performance at a family friendly

pizzeria:

http://heavybreathing.net/


If your child told you they were going to an all ages show by a band named Sex

Stains, would you be cool with it or call the police? What about if you watched

their video and saw a known FBI-issued pedophile symbol in it??



UPDATE 11/25: SEX STAINS’ RECORD LABEL MANAGER GOES ON VOAT

PIZZAGATE BOARD AND TRIES TO CLAIM THE SYMBOL IN THE VIDEO “ISN’T

EXACTLY LIKE THE PEDOPHILE SYMBOL” LMAO BTFOOO



The picture on the left is art from Comet Pizza. This was visible from multiple

posts and YouTube videos. Notice they are holding decapitated heads? Okay…

*shivers* Picture on the right is a leaked photo from the Rothschilds “Illuminati

Party” in the 1972. What’s up with the antlers? Must be some rich people

pedophile thing we peasants don’t understand.

The artist of the Comet Pizza wall art is Arrington de Dionyso. Here’s some

more of his “art”, in case you think the decapitated heads thing is purely

innocent:

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/image2-3/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/image3-4/


Okay so at very best, these are very odd, probably Satanic people. At worst, they

are part of a massive pedophile and human tra!cking ring that involves some

of the world’s most powerful people. Is it a coincidence Clinton Foundation only

works in countries that do not issue birth certificates? Or that Bill Clinton rode

on Epstein’s ‘Lolita Express’ 26 times (that we know of)?

Even creepier is that we KNOW there are underground tunnels in DC, and there

are some very close to Connecticut Ave. Look at what the owner posted:

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/nottodaysatan/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/nottodaysatan2/


What are they doing? Notice the ping pong table against the wall? UPDATE:

Anon said they checked with the city, and neither Comet Pizza or neighboring

businesses have filed a building permit within the last three years. It is o!

record whatever they had done here.

Knowing all this, it may become creepier to see that John Podesta has a piece or

artwork in his o!ce portraying cannibalism.. Below is a real picture from his

o!ce published in an interview with his face photoshopped in so casual

observers know who this art belongs to.



Another name of interest is Rachel Chandler. She is pictured here with Bill

Clinton at what most expect is age 15. She even writes on her Instagram (before

it went private) that she was only 15 when she was pictured with P. Diddy,

Eminem. Now on her tumbler and Instagram, there are photos of random half-

naked children. Rachel “Child Handler” Tumbler  We believe she might be

involved in recruiting, or what is known as a “handler” in the human tra!cking

world. She is a professional photographer now seemingly in the fashion

industry, yet a lot of the photos of the very young “models” have sexual tones to

them. The evidence on Instagram was more damning, but we can no longer

access her posts.

http://rachelchandler.tumblr.com/


Researching Bill we have also encountered the name Kevin Reynolds who is

involved in some “East Hampton Babysitters” business with a website that also

connects to a masseuse business. I shit you not, the massage site actually said it

was “the world’s first baby massage experts” or some CREEPY FUCKING SHIT

along those lines. I went back to get a link but the site gives an error now saying

“tra!c quota exceeded”.



It doesn’t stop there. Look close enough and you may see it in places you’d

never believe.

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/bar/


https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/bar/


Actual friendship bracelet these sick fucks made public on Joe Biden’s Twitter

This is very disturbing stu", and I believe any sane citizen can connect these

dots and say something very sinister is happening. I am honestly horribly

frightened at what we’ve uncovered, and I fear for the life of those who try to

expose it, including my own.

UPDATE 11/9 – Anon has learned of a password secured area for Comet

Pizza http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected This is extremely odd for a

pizza place. Within hours, Anon had infiltrated the servers. I’m not a hacker, so

I’m just relaying information here, but it seems there is extensive security

which even our best men have not been able to breach. ALL THAT TO PROTECT

A PIZZA JOINT? They have confirmed the coded files able to be viewed but not

downloaded are video files.

UPDATE 11/10 – Besta Pizza o!cially changed their logo. Dr. Pong Site is hosted

by the same admin that hosts cometpingpong.com. They advertise on the Dr.

Pong menu “sticky as a long, slow summertime fuck – 10,000”. WHAT IN THE

ACTUAL FUCK. The same admin also hosts a site called goodandplenty.de which

is CLEARLY not a real retail site. Picture of “das organizor” man with markers

held to his head with rubberbands? WHEN WILL THIS RABBIT HOLE STOP?

http://www.cometpingpong.com/protected
http://drpong.net/angebote.php
http://www.goodandplenty.de/antishop/bueroartikel/bueroartikel.html


UPDATE 11/12 – 4chan was under DDoS attack yesterday. This began around the

time we discovered two things: 1) the images in Podesta Wikileaks may contain

hidden information through steganography. So far we have not been able to

extract the data, but it seems a promising lead. Many suspect if extracted, we

would find the smoking gun – child porn. Obviously this is just speculation at

this point. UPDATE: I am reading conflicting anecdotal reports. Some people

say there is nothing there. Others say it is nearly impossible to decrypt without

the key. Some agency is continually muddying the waters in our platforms. I

remember initially when people started posting pics of pizza.jpg from

Podesta’s email on 4chan saying they found steganography coding, all these

shills came out of the word work and started screaming absurd things such as

“run a magnet over your hardrive” and “destroy your laptop now or you’re

going to prison!”. This reaction alone seems highly suspect. 2) The name Arun

Rao is connected through James Alefantis’ Instagram. He works for the DOJ and

he is also responsible for prosecuting human tra!ckers. Many people have

accurately pointed out between Arun Rao and Andrew Kline, this may be the

most significant incident of the ‘fox guarding the henhouse’ we have ever seen.



 ^Best pic I have for now.

Anyways, 4chan mods started deleting the 100+ thread archives of over five days

worth of collective investigative research. Some of this information is likely lost

forever. We had a huge crowd sourced investigation, like nothing ever

undertaken before with hundreds of leads and connections documented, and

now most threads are gone. 4chan also started banning users randomly. I

opened up a new thread, posted a few pics like I had been doing for days now

related to Podesta, and suddenly I was given a four day ban on posting. They are

definitely trying to silence us, there is no doubt. If that is not admission of guilt,

I’m not sure what is.

UPDATE 11/17 – A woman by the name of Monica Petersen who was

investigating child tra!cking in Haiti in possible connection to the Clintons has

been reported deceased. O!cials refuse to give family any additional

information. This was confirmed through her personal Facebook page.



UPDATE 11/21 – SMOKING GUN FOUND. Anonymous members 0hour and

Eclipse_OW found THOUSANDS of Twitter accounts with ACTUAL child porn

posted. Please remember that Twitter has banned people like Milo for ‘saying

mean things’, yet somehow these accounts remained. Before being suspended,

0hour had linked to one username saying it was an FBI account. Eclipse_OW

was also suspended for trying to report disgusting pedophile accounts. THANK

YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE 0HOUR AND Eclipse_OW!

I also read that 2GB of child porn was obtained by Anon from WeThePizza’s

website. I have not seen confirmation of this yet, though. Quite frankly, I hope

not to. This entire experience has shaken me to the core.

If you would like further information, please visit reddit.com/r/pizzagate for a

comprehensive review of connections and links by this amazing, now

international crowd-sourced investigation. EDIT: R/PIZZAGATE BANNED

20:46 Update 11/21 – Don’t worry, folks. New York Times calls us all crazy and

says we should feel bad for the Satanic, sociopathic pedophiles. NYT Calls

PizzaGate “Fake News” and Victimizes Pedophiles Snopes also “confirmed

false” without disputing any of the disgusting Instagram pics or the

“coincidences” of pedophile symbology all over the block. Now we can all stop

talking about it and my PTSD from this investigation can magically disappear!

Haha, NOT. EDIT 11/25: VETERANS TODAY ALSO “DEBUNKS” MY BLOG

SPECIFICALLY AS SLOPPY INVESTIGATION Veterans4Pedos

UPDATE 11/22 – The powers that be just shut down the sub Reddit r/pizzagate,

but they let r/pedofriends exist. THINK ABOUT THAT FOR A MINUTE. 1984 is

real, folks. Deleting subreddits and 4chan threads surely just SCREAMS

innocent, right?? They claimed our crowd-sourced investigation is a “witch

hunt”. LOL at admitting your Satanists. It’s not OUR fault Alefantis post

incriminating photos sexualizing infants to the internet publicly. Too many

mothers, fathers, and concerned citizens have seen the pictures to just let this

https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5da0kp/comet_ping_pong_pizzagate_summary/
https://www.google.com/amp/mobile.nytimes.com/2016/11/21/technology/fact-check-this-pizzeria-is-not-a-child-trafficking-site.amp.html?client=safari
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/11/23/aa-dc/25/


all go as “fake news”.

UPDATE 11/23 – We are being bombarded by trolls continually gaslighting the

accounts talking about PizzaGate online. Who pays these people? Only ad

hominem attacks, nothing of real merit. Trust me, I do NOT want all this to be

true, but until someone can explain the code talk, the Instagram pictures, the

bands and businesses with all the pedophile symbols, I have to assume this is

AT MINIMUM very important to look into. I keep reading the same robotic

talking points, “This is a 4chan hoax!”. In response, I say Wikileaks emails are

100% accurate. The screenshots of James Alefantis’ Instagram are 100% genuine

(I saw them personally before he went private). All other information is

available online to confirm for yourself, please DO YOUR RESEARCH BEFORE

SPREADING DISINFORMATION THAT THIS BLOG CONTAINS FAKE NEWS. The

only thing I can not 100% verify the source from is the Obama picture. Some

Anon posted it on 4chan and I haven’t seen any other sites reference it. Was it

FBIAnon helping us out?

And if you still are not convinced, I challenge you to do your own fact checking

and research. Basically the connections are so vast, there is no way to accurately

summarize it in an essay meant to capture the immediate attention of the

public. FBIAnon was right… It is like a spiderweb; it connects to powerful people

not just around America but around the entire globe. Norway and Australia both

recently exposed pedophile rings in high places. Soon it will be our turn to

finally bring justice to some of the most heinous of crimes (and I use justice

loosely, because there is NOTHING that will ever help these poor children to live

a normal life after what they’ve been exposed to).

UPDATE 11/24 – Reddit CEO, username spez, admits to EDITING user comments

without admin permission. Suspected Media Matters (connected to Alefantis’

ex-lover David Brock) disinformation talking points identified and seem to be

taken straight from Saul Alinsky’s playbook which is dedicated to Lucifer:



1. Accuse the accusers of what you are guilty of

2. Gaslighting (making one question one’s sanity)

3. Discredit source: 4chan hoax, autistic troll, obsessed with pedophiles,

conspiracy theorist, alt-right, internet sleuths, psyop to false flag for fake

news suppression etc.

4. Do not acknowledge evidence, EVER

5. THEY JUST LIKE PIZZA OKAY?

Please take this knowledge with you when on social media. Do not engage the

trolls – just block them, otherwise they SUCCEED BY DISTRACTING YOU FROM

INFORMING REAL PEOPLE. #PizzaGate #PedoFiles #Pedosta Highjack trending

tags.

Go to your local independent media. Keep addressing the issue until their forced

to acknowledge it. Go to the church. Angry members of churches will unite to

make their voices heard. If everybody tells only three people, we can multiply

our forces exponentially.

Other interesting points that seem to have some good leads but I did not have

time to cover include:

Madeleine McCann suspect sketches resembling Podesta brothers and

Epstein’s mistress Suspect Sketch Matches Podesta Bros. on YouTube

Big Cheese, LLC

Occult symbology Symbols of Satanism

The Franklin Cover-up FranklinCase.org

Banned documentary “Conspiracy of Silence” CoS on YouTube

Epstein flight-logs O!cial Epstein Documents

Trauma-based mind control

PizzaGate in Hollywood Elijah Wood Speaks Out on Pedophilia

Blood of young renews tissues/reverses aging Silicon Valley Entrepreneur

Invests in Young Blood Research

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgbgXxlKfSM
http://www.exposingsatanism.org/showthread.php/121-Signs-and-Symbols-of-Satanism
http://www.franklincase.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBSIDQt5Dwc
https://www.scribd.com/document/261420719/Jeffrey-Epstein-Flight-Logs-in-PDF-format
http://thefreethoughtproject.com/elijah-wood-exposed-hollywoods-organized-pedophilia-ring/
http://www.medicaldaily.com/parabiosis-peter-thiel-young-blood-transfusions-live-forever-393452


Nancy Pelosi’s “Goat Hill Pizza” Website

Saturn Death Cult Website

If you would like to continue the research and help the global, crowd-sourced

investigation to save the children from horrific, unimaginably evil absues, many

say this is a good place: Voat Pizzagate Thread

Some good PizzaGate YouTube videos:

Message from Anonymous

Titus Frost PizzaGate Intro

Response to ‘Fake News’ MSM Hit-piece

HILARIOUS Besta Pizza Call

Payday Monsanto Calls the FBI to Report PizzaGate

And lastly I want to say THANK YOU to all my readers, people who have shared

this blog and made YouTube videos referencing it to get the word out. The only

thing that can possibly overcome this level of evil is a very concerted e!ort by

the masses to stand up and say, “I’M MAD AS HELL AND I’M NOT GOING TO

TAKE IT ANYMORE!” You all have started the fire, and for the first time in a

while, I actually feel hopeful that we can truly bring some of these sickos to

justice.

Sign o" note: Dear MSM, I voted for Bernie then third party. Stop smearing

everyone investigating this as alt-right Trump-supporting internet sleuths! But

if you are suggesting they are the only ones who would care to investigate

pedophilia, I think that says a lot about the Democrats. RIP in peace DNC, Nov.

2016

http://goathill.com/
http://saturndeathcult.com/
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8NPH2kqtzY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8YdSvyp89E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqNXSmHLCQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHT51h2OzNk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zUdvqH3P4w
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Check out Spike Mendelsohn and his pizza place also.. http://wethepizza.com/

Also do a little googling…

 

Disclaimer: I do not condone or support the harassment or any sort of violence

against the people listed or referenced in this blog. I do however condone

peaceful protest and civil investigation, along with the death penalty for

convicted pedophiles
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me me

November 20, 2016 at 6:17 pm

check out friends of comet pizza.. follow some links.. all have similar images.

co"ee pandas kangaroo women holding infants..

http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/ especially check out this friend

http://heavybreathing.net/

also bucksfishingandcamping has a protected area

http://www.bucksfishingandcamping.com/protected/

very strange indeed….

me me

November 21, 2016 at 2:25 pm

WOW… am I seeing things? is it me? look what a the co"ee photos have in

common…

(U) GLogo Pendant (U) GLogo a.k.a. “Girl Lover,” Childlove (U) The ChildLover

logo
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This is in plain sight as referenced in my post below.

Extraordinary fact! Among the sacred records of the Christians there are two

texts which the infallible Church makes no claim to understand and has never

attempted to expound: these are the Prophecy of Ezekiel and the Apocalypse,

two

Kabalistic Keys reserved assuredly in heaven for the commentaries of Magian

Kings, books sealed as with seven seals for faithful believers, yet perfectly

plain to

an initiated infidel of the occult sciences. There is also another work, but,

although it is popular in a sense and may be found everywhere, this is of all

most

occult and unknown, because it is the key of the rest. It is in public evidence

without

being known to the public; no one suspects its existence and no one dreams of

seeking it where it actually is.

http://cdn2.blisstree.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/shutterstock_88460545.jpg
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in this doc

http://hermetic.com/crowley/aa/Rituel%20et%20Dogme%20de%20la%20Hau

te%20Magie%20by%20Eliphas%20Levi%20Part_I.pdf

others seem to have found this symbolism and similar connections to Magi

and the Illuminated ones..

The Illuminati

Elite and Religion (self.conspiracy)

submitted 4 months ago by TheUniverseIsADome

What religion do you think the elite belong to?

Do you see the connection?

leonhed

November 22, 2016 at 5:08 am

You should add a disclaimer asking people not to contact them with threats.

Regardless if there is or isn’t anything to this, it is just going to do more

r/conspiracy TheUniverseIsADome 4m ago
3 points 16 comments

Elite and Religion

What religion do you think the elite belong to?

• •
•
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harm than good.

Also all of you posting that this is done by Satan himself, that Hillary is in

cahoots with aliens from planet nibiru or that the Clinton Foundation is a

vampire coven: please stop. This whole thing isn’t really standing on hard

evidence and your lunatic ideas are making it even more ridicoulus. If there

turns out to be a pedophile ring without the shadow of a doubt, then you can

continue with whatever crackpot ideas you have but until then: shut up. You

are making things worse.

me me

November 21, 2016 at 3:28 pm

Page 8 of 123

A goat-headed prince bounds forward among them; he ascends the

throne, turns, and assuming a stooping posture, presents to the assembly a

human

face, which everyone comes forward to salute and to kiss, their black taper in

their hands. With a hoarse laugh he recovers an upright position, and then

distributes

gold, secret instructions, occult medicines and poisons to his faithful

bondsmen. Meanwhile, fires are lighted of fern and alder, piled up with human

bones and the fat of executed criminals. Druidesses, crowned with wild parsley

and vervain, immolate unbaptized children with golden knives and prepare

horrible

love-feasts. Tables are spread, masked men seat themselves by half-nude

females, and a Bacchanalian orgy begins;

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=121&_wpnonce=5984d166ad
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-110


I also see many photos of Blue vervain

http://www.motherearthliving.com/~/media/Images/MEL/Editorial/Blogs/In%

20the%20Garden/Blue%20Vervain/Blue-Vervain.jpg?

la=en&hash=168991917D269DF932CF6134113BA8F5DE04603F

Fern and Alders also referenced in the

Eliphas Levi

Dogma et Rituel

de la

Haute Magie

Many of the links referenced end up on Instagram and Facebook as well as

blogs with artistic photos of items clearly identified in photos by friends of

comet pizza and referenced in the Eliphas Levi document.

it all seems to appear as if it’s Illuminated in the photos in plain sight but has

no meaning to most people, those of “petty minds” only the initiated infidel

of the occult sciences would understand the meaning of the symbolism.

http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/

Blue vervain, fern, alder leaves, straberrys, co"ee with hearts, crabs, pizza,

and people holdins infants and with young children, and many other symbols

http://www.motherearthliving.com/~/media/Images/MEL/Editorial/Blogs/In%

20the%20Garden/Blue%20Vervain/Blue-Vervain.jpg?

la=en&hash=168991917D269DF932CF6134113BA8F5DE04603F

Joe Biden is even on this one

https://www.instagram.com/amandamc116/

http://www.motherearthliving.com/~/media/Images/MEL/Editorial/Blogs/In%20the%20Garden/Blue%20Vervain/Blue-Vervain.jpg?la=en&hash=168991917D269DF932CF6134113BA8F5DE04603F
http://www.cometpingpong.com/friends-1/
http://www.motherearthliving.com/~/media/Images/MEL/Editorial/Blogs/In%20the%20Garden/Blue%20Vervain/Blue-Vervain.jpg?la=en&hash=168991917D269DF932CF6134113BA8F5DE04603F
https://www.instagram.com/amandamc116/
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follow the photos on instagram etc to other accounts having the same

symbolism in plain sight expressed as some form of artistic photos….
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Pingback: "Pizzagate" exposes Washington DC's underage sex ring - TABLOID:

THE MAGAZINE OF NEWS AND CONTROVERSY

Deplorable Kim Jones (@TrumpIsTheBoss3)

November 21, 2016 at 4:29 am

You have a great compilation, thank you for gathering facts and exposing this.

There is also an email in wikileaks about Obama ordering 65K pizza and hotdogs

from Chicago for WH party. Code words. How can we save these children?

Cary Groneveldt

November 21, 2016 at 5:00 am

Just so you know, this is where I go to muddle through all the disperate stu"

online and get thorough, straight-to-the-point data on #Pizzagate.

You’re doing extremely important work here.

And I also appreciate the timely updates, too.

j

November 21, 2016 at 5:28 am

is it just me, or has anyone’s connection to their server suddenly disappeared as

they search monica petersen / haïti? also, certain streets of D.C. align to make a

pentagram, even though that’s old news

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=104&_wpnonce=6166b7ba5e
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me me

November 21, 2016 at 12:49 pm

After following several of the above links I found many lead to this place..

Some of the references in this hard to read doc explain some of the strange

images found in the links above.

especially this one http://challenger23.com/image/82987347075

this is really creepy stu"

The Doctrine of

Transcendental

Magic

http://hermetic.com/crowley/aa/Rituel%20et%20Dogme%20de%20la%20Haute

%20Magie%20by%20Eliphas%20Levi%20Part_I.pdf

me me

November 21, 2016 at 6:59 pm

This all makes sense now…

They are all followers of Aleister Crowley and his pedophilia rings

A∴A∴

O-T-O
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ETC ETC…

Hillary’s & Podesta’s link to jay-z & Beyonce & secret Aleister Crowley’s

society’s

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/11/06/hillary-is-campaigning-with-

aleister-crowley-devotee-jay-z/

http://hermetic.com/crowley/aa/

on this list of secret society’s

https://tabublog.com/2016/02/12/take-the-test-1-how-many-secret-societies-

can-you-name/

The more you dig the clearer it all gets.. D.C and Hollywood elites are involved in

the practice of Ancient Magic

and some forms of sadistic ritual.. All in plain sight.

Mind Blown….

NB

November 22, 2016 at 1:02 am

I’ve been waiting to post my reply. You’ve got it. I think people’s searches are

way too narrow with the pizza place. They are just (thankfully) the loudest of

these sick idiots, but I believe the sex tra!cking is a part of many cults.. Look

at the index of files and what do you see? Rosicrucians, Scientologists, Skull

and Bones, Church of Satan, Illuminati, and so on.. This goes so far and wide,

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=112&_wpnonce=8fab7b3898
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it takes more than one cult or pizza place to filter this many disappearing kids

through the system. Thousands and thousands of kids go missing, and I

believe it is because it’s a network, run by Satan himself. You may not believe

in such a high power, but look what’s been uncovered so far, and how sick

these people are.. I believe we would cover way more ground, if we split up and

search through all the di"erent cult files, names, and YouTube videos. There is

so much attached.. For instance:

Illuminati: child sex tra!cking and mind control abusers. Just this one video

implicates several Washington elites and some Hollywood elites.

Fiona Barnett tells Her Story [Survivor Trigger Warning - Graphic]

Fiona implicates one, Antony Kidman (Nicole Kidman’s Father) career pedo

and child abuser. Also abused and raped Nicole.. We know Hollywood is filled

with pedo and child sex abusers. Nicole Kidman was married to Scientologist

Tom Cruise. Scientologists have also been accused of sex tra!cking. They’ve

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWx3nWQyLqQ
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got the money and the secrecy to carry out a large scale operation.. the Church

had even been accused of, from waaaay long ago, “white slave tra!cking &

sex perversion”.. https://file.wikileaks.org/file/scientology-top-secret-

actions-against.pdf

They will launch a character assassination campaign on you, if you attack

them, or try to leave. They’ve been accused or suspected of tra!cking before

https://michaelbennitt.wordpress.com/2012/09/03/human-tra!cking-in-

the-united-states-today/ .

Also, take some time to look through the Illuminati Card Game. This game was

made in 1995. Notice the Church of Satan, the Rosicrucians, the “Church of

Violentology”

https://m.facebook.com/media/set/?

set=a.479049158789282.117781.147849131909288&type=1

There’s so many more cards that are very menacing and dark in accordance

with today’s world.

Anyway, I just think we need to go more widespread.. I noticed an

international charter member list in the Scientology file in the index of file

link

https://file.wikileaks.org/file/

I was just thinking about running some names in Podesta’s emails and how

long this could all take, and how deep this all goes.. I just know this is way

worse than some pervs at a pizza joint.

Like, one of the emails I read in the Scientology files makes it sound like

Scientology was able to spread it’s diseased roots into each continent (even

after our govt tried to stop them) because they caught our govt smuggling

drugs into it’s own borders, and was able to blackmail them into leaving them

alone to thrive, or risking them exposing them.. This is very deep and twisted.

Maybe they decided to partner up down the road.

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=115&_wpnonce=d2dfe39ddc
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me me

November 22, 2016 at 2:16 am

Here is a tool to use visual relations of Wikileaks emails made by a MIT

team is composed of Kevin Hu and Jingxian Zhang

(graduate students at the Macro Connections group at The MIT Media Lab),

and led by Professor César Hidalgo.

https://clinton.media.mit.edu/

This is broken into three tools

Podesta: https://clinton.media.mit.edu/podesta

Clinton: https://clinton.media.mit.edu/clinton

DNC: https://clinton.media.mit.edu/dnc

NB

November 22, 2016 at 3:02 am

Thank you. Does anybody know if (and please forgive my ignorance) all of

the Wikileaks files have been saved? Some are saying that Julian Assange Has

not been heard from in over a month and that Wikileaks had been

compromised.
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Worried about Assange's health? Contact those who control it
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L%C3%B6fv… &
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/May_minis… &
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cabinet_o…
5:50 PM - 21 Nov 2016

  1,330  1,759

WikiLeaks 
@wikileaks

 Follow

me me

November 22, 2016 at 3:45 am

More breaking news

coincidence? After Kanye West verbal attack on Jay Z and Beyonce. I

mentioned a connection

with Hillary & Podesta & Aleister Crowley in a previous post. apparently

there is conflicting info Kanye mentioned pizzagate in his rant.

Kanye said "Look up Pizzagate!" At San Jose Show from pizzagate

Kanye West has been taken to UCLA Medical Center for psychiatric

evaluation.

According to law enforcement sources … cops responded to a call for a

welfare check on Kanye around 1:20 PM PT. He was at his trainer, Harley

Pasternak’s home at the time and was “acting erratically.”

We’re told police called L.A. Fire, and by the time paramedics arrived Kanye

was calmer … but still resistant to going to the hospital. We’re told everyone

— his management and law enforcement — convinced him it was best he
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https://twitter.com/wikileaks
https://twitter.com/wikileaks
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-120
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5duqbz/kanye_said_look_up_pizzagate_at_san_jose_show/?ref_source=embed&ref=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/
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go.

Law enforcement sources tell us Kanye was restrained by handcu"s to a

gurney during transport to the hospital.

Sources connected to Kanye tell us he was getting checked out by one of his

doctors for severe sleep deprivation while he was at Pasternak’s place … and

someone decided to call police.

The hospitalization comes on the heels of Kanye abruptly cancelling the

remainder of his Saint Pablo Tour, and launching into a verbal attack on Jay

Z and Beyonce.

As we told you, Kim Kardashian flew to NYC early Monday for her first public

event since the Paris robbery … but she’s now o!cially bailed. It’s a good bet

she’s wheels up for L.A.

Story developing …

http://www.tmz.com/#article/2016/11/21/kanye-west-hospitalized/

Theodoricus Lindauer

November 22, 2016 at 11:18 pm

Your time is over. We get you. It´s not only a Washington pedophile Ring. It´s

a internation pedophile Ring. Please see the Belgien case Marc Dutroux.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjHhK4dijAw

Kathaleen Robinson

November 21, 2016 at 8:48 pm

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=120&_wpnonce=86f2c87581
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=127&_wpnonce=d40b6d0686
http://www.tmz.com/#article/2016/11/21/kanye-west-hospitalized/
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/188834538192384/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-127
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjHhK4dijAw
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-113
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Thank you,seems so insignificant in regards to the horrors that you have to

wittnes in order to report the truth.I used to think that pedophiles were a bunch

of creepy old men hiding behind their computers.what you and others have

exposed is absolutely earth shattering! Virtually anybody could be a predator!

Prayers for all those precious little ones.please let me know if I,or many others

who want to bring these filthy creatures to justice,can help.

me me

November 22, 2016 at 1:41 am

Additional info on PizzaGate, also very disturbing. Not for the squeamish.

On The Legitimacy Of This Investigation (with an important message
to fellow journalists I know are lurking on this sub) from pizzagate

Steve

November 23, 2016 at 1:02 am

taken down already. People need to archive this stu" as soon as they find it.

56ucex+bs7wlnute5qkg@sharklasers.com

November 23, 2016 at 6:03 pm

It’s archived:

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=113&_wpnonce=31be80c2b4
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=116&_wpnonce=4918e15353
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=128&_wpnonce=f6be345b41
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-116
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e72zv/on_the_legitimacy_of_this_investigation_with_an/?ref_source=embed&ref=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-128
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-134
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https://web.archive.org/web/20161122082642/https://www.reddit.com/r/pizz

agate/comments/5e72zv/on_the_legitimacy_of_this_investigation_with_

an/

Angel Scott

November 22, 2016 at 8:06 am

Thank you for what you do. This tv host in Seattle just promoted your website in

a discussion with Kevin Barrett of Veteran’s Today.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g4zcjGjVsQ

Salvina gauci

November 22, 2016 at 12:21 pm

Wow… just fucking …WOW..

Pingback: Pizzagate Update 11/22: Does Norway Pedo Ring Bust Have Clinton

Connections? | Desultory Heroics

Pingback: Anonymous – Pizzagate Investigation – #OpPizzagate Anonymous

Message | A Sweet Dose of Reality

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=134&_wpnonce=01b8955f93
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=123&_wpnonce=704a2c6646
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=124&_wpnonce=247340607a
https://web.archive.org/web/20161122082642/https://www.reddit.com/r/pizzagate/comments/5e72zv/on_the_legitimacy_of_this_investigation_with_an/
http://activistangel.com/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-123
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g4zcjGjVsQ
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-124
http://desultoryheroics.com/2016/11/22/pizzagate-update-1122-does-norway-pedo-ring-bust-have-clinton-connections/
http://asweetdoseofreality.com/2016/11/22/anonymous-pizzagate-investigation-oppizzagate-anonymous-message/
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M Simon

November 23, 2016 at 1:03 am

MCMartin Preschool.

PJ the DJ

November 23, 2016 at 1:22 am

Is there any way we can send comments to NYT regarding the quality of the

“journalistic e"orts” of Cecilia Kang? She claims this is “fake news” because

Alefantis says so, without asking why he has not o"ered proof to rebut these

allegations or why he has not hired lawyers to send “cease and desist” letters

for libel or slander? These seem like obvious questions a journalist should ask.

For a man listed in GQ’s 2012 Most Powerful Men in D.C., this reporter acts like

he’s a poor business owner with no recourse.

A real journalist would ask Mr. Alefantis a simple question: “Even assuming

what you say is true, and this is fake news, why are there bands such as ‘Heavy

Breathing’ playing at your venue, without some type of explicit statement that

this adult entertainment and children are advised to not attend.” There’s a

requirement that cable list the appropriate viewing age for a program prior to its

showing to alert parents that there may be content not suitable for children.

This pizzagate is real. The lack of journalistic integrity in this NYT piece

reporter is appalling. I think a high school journalism teacher would give this

article a ‘D’ for lack of investigation in this journalistic piece. She doesn’t even

attempt to state “Mr. Alefantis believes this is fake news.” She instead states

a!rmatively, “This is Fake News,” with no attempt to provide insight into why

the proof against Alefantis is false. If anyone is making a defamatory statement

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=129&_wpnonce=3a73ddf70c
http://powerandcontrol.blogspot.com/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-129
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-130
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here, it’s this reporter for defaming us PRIVATE CITIZENS by making an

a!rmative statement as true when in fact there was no investigation to

determine whether or not our statements as PRIVATE CITIZENS are true or

false.

This journalist is also in a position to where the generally accepted public would

normally believe the veracity of reporting done by the NYT. Notice in these

pizzagate threads, we never a!rmative state from a public position of trust and

confidence that “THIS IN FACT HAPPENED.” We are all saying from non-

established sites which have not earned the trust of its readers for decades that

“THINGS LOOK SKETCHY AT BEST CASE SCENARIO.” We all want to say more,

and I think there’s enough for an indictment. But notice I say “I think there’s

enough.” I don’t say “There is evidence beyond a reasonable doubt that this in

fact occurred.”

I think there’s a case here that this NYT article is defamatory to us private

citizens, by making these a!rmative statements without determining whether

there is truth to the statements, or by even stating that it is this reporter’s

opinion that this is ‘fake news.’ It’s stated as settled truth, but it’s not. This is

defamatory to all of us.

Simeó Bön Jeppsé

November 23, 2016 at 1:49 am

Hi there, been lurking on reddit till it got shot down. Thought I add to the

kawinkadink pile. I read a book by Ted Gunderson awhile back, formerly the

head of FBI in L.A., who talked about the sex tra!cking network. He said the

group was called “The Finders.” So I think there’s a connection between the

Macaulay Culkin celeb stu" I was seeing on reddit and Gunderson’s work.

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=130&_wpnonce=5e52b486de
https://www.facebook.com/app_scoped_user_id/10205570423814279/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-131
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Someone linked to one of his pizza underground videos (this one:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm4N1pbxn_g ). In the movie there’s a

movie inside within the move titled How I Saved the President (aka, as it is

listed on IMDB, The Undercover Kid). Now read the plot description of this

movie and you’ll likely see the connection to the occult. Now, how it connects

to Gunderson and The Finders is this: simply search The Finders on Google

and the first listing is this book “The Finders” by Nigel Hinton (

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Finders), a children’s book. Now read the

plot description. It’s like they were working from the same outline right. For

the skeptics, I still consider myself skeptic, not so much about pizza being

code, or that sex tra!cking exists, I’m pretty much convinced of both, you

gotta admit this becoming one helluva pile of kawinkadinks.

me me

November 23, 2016 at 6:20 am

Reddit #pizzagate has been backed up

Get a copy while you can.. Everyone is regrouping..

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1428510

Pingback: Pizzagate - SKANDAL władzy w Ameryce + twittergate | iTVPolska

Internetowa Telewizja Polska: Nowości z Polskiego YouTube

Pingback: The Reality of Establishment Child Rape Networks and the Wilful

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=131&_wpnonce=5ecc68f5d3
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=132&_wpnonce=7e5228831b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm4N1pbxn_g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Finders
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-132
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1428510
http://itvpolska.pl/pizzagate-skandal-wladzy-w-ameryce-twittergate/
https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/the-reality-of-establishment-child-rape-networks-and-the-wilful-ignorance-that-sustains-it/
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Ignorance That Sustains It |

NB

November 24, 2016 at 12:41 am

Obviously nothing came of this

Eye Witness to Murder at Bohemian Grove Americas Satanic HellFi…

Anonymous

November 24, 2016 at 1:22 am

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=137&_wpnonce=7708c7ee0d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvY7thwBVu4
https://infrakshun.wordpress.com/2016/11/23/the-reality-of-establishment-child-rape-networks-and-the-wilful-ignorance-that-sustains-it/
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-137
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-138


PART ONE OF THREE.

Ok guys, I am going to point out some Q&A from FBIAnon on 4chan that hasn’t

been explored in relations to Pizzagate. There were 7 Q&As (that I know of) over

about a 4 ½ month period, early July to very late October.

It is very long, so I may have to do it in multiple parts.

WATCH FOR “Forum Slide” ON THIS ONE. (If you don’t know what “forum

slide” is, look it up.)

But first, the TL;DR

TL;DR: FBIAnon alludes to all of the following having connections to pizzagate:

1) Search the e-mails for the following code words: cards, favors, extras, o!cers

2) George Soros’ connection to Tavistock Institute, and their connection to the

Clinton Foundation.

3) “London Connection” to CF

4) Saudi Arabia and Qatar connections to CF

5) State Department o!cials who donated to the CF

6) The Bonner Group

7) Henry Paulson, TARP, major bank that went under as a result of TARP

8) USAID

9) CF investment deals in Africa, specifically countries that have poor records of

births

10) Accounting firm who did the books for Haiti’s earthquake relief

11) Majescor company

12) Muhammad Yunus (warning: it is inferred that FBIAnon thought this one

would be very dangerous)

13) Scalia’s murder, what he was looking into when he died, and it’s relation to

the CF.



14) FOIA (Freedom Of Information Act) on Monsanto, GMO, and HRC. (No idea

why FBIAnon thought this was important.)

15) Mark Lamont Hill

16) Barack Obama Foundation, and O’bummer’s brother.

17) Projects funded by the CF, where the receiver was small, in a failing

industry, and who had people owning/working for it that donated to the CF

18) A “certain Indian businessman” who has been “routinely accused of

pedophilia”

19) Cheryl Mills (and where she worked before joining the CF)

20) “Gates, Bu"ett, Soros, African kings, the Royal family”

21) Elisa Lam (unsure about this one, may not be related)

22) “Zika, Abbot Labs, Gilead” (may be red-herring, or related to population

control)

23) Helge Traasdahl/Tapad (may only be connected to election rigging)

24) The Cohen Group

25) Brookings Institute/2014 CHARGE projects

26) The company that put together the advertisement for HRC with all Avenger

celebrities.

27) “What constitutes Mark Cuban’s net worth?”

28) Lester Holt is a journalist who can be trusted (according to FBIAnon)

29) ALL members of the GOP who lead the “coup” against Trump.

30) Dirty money funneling to CF via 501(c)4, 527, and 4847(a)1

companies/trusts/foundations

31) State Department o!cials who met in secret with foreign o!cials

32) “Who is a!liated with the BoD for M Partners, and do they have ties to the

CF?”

33) Was the TPP fast-tracked to aid in transporting children across the Pacific?

(totally stolen personal idea from an associate.)

I hate leaving it at 33, because of the connotations of that number, but I can’t

think of anything else to put in or leave out. Sorry.



I will put the question by 4chan Anons like this: “Question: Question by 4chan”

The answers by FBIAnon will be “FBIAnon: Answer by FBIAnon”

Any of my comments in the quotes will be in parenthesis, like so: “(My

incredibly astute comment)”

All of the full questions and answers were put together by someone else, I just

make the link available to you.

https://mega.nz/#!mspAzSpZ!LraJDYVt7S9t3j0ZQcxwQ66wU6GeOWPOqHscYqp

OFec

(Edit: First two pages of this doc: https://sli.mg/5P38Su https://sli.mg/siM6Lg )

Remember, FBIAnon says he will mix bullshit with truth, so he will have

plausible deniability in case he is suspected of leaking info.

To begin, know that you are experiencing pushback not just from the bad guys,

but from the good guys as well. Why?

Question: “>the entire government to be brought down >I very much doubt this.

“

FBIAnon: “She has SAP level programs on her server, which if made public,

would literally cause an uprising and possibly foreign declarations of war. “

Question: (Anon user quoting FBIAnon) ““There is intense pressure for us not

to do so. I am posting from a position of near anonymity and enough plausible

deniability to evade prosecution, as we have all been given gag orders. There is

enough for her and the entire government

(ENTIRE GOVERNMENT!)

https://mega.nz/#!mspAzSpZ!LraJDYVt7S9t3j0ZQcxwQ66wU6GeOWPOqHscYqpOFec
https://sli.mg/5P38Su
https://sli.mg/siM6Lg


to be brought down. People do not realize how enormous this whole situation

actually is. Whether she will be or not depends on how much info about others

involved gets out, and there are a lot of people involved.”

(Anon’s Question:) “Fuck you for not doing your duty to the people, you jaded

amoral fucks. You’ve blown what little trust I had left that there were still

decent patriots left in the government. You fuckers are gonna let the biggest,

most corrupt cunt take the highest o!ce in the land. You think that won’t bring

this country down? Fuck you. Fuck you. Fuck you”

FBIAnon: “I will put it to you this way: You have three choices:

A) Turn over all of the information to the DOJ, make public a recommendation,

the truth

comes out, the entire world realizes how much the US is meddling in foreign

a"airs and

we go to war. The civilian population realizes how much foreign money

influences out

government, and a civil war begins.

B) You cherry-pick the data to implicate the people already in the eye of public

opinion, so

the chips fall on the heads of a select few and the whole system does not crash.

C) You do nothing and watch the unstable political climate to gauge how you

will respond.

I am confident if Trump wins she will be going to jail”

Question: “At bare minimum, you need to do B. If you can’t at least make

examples of people, the

existence of the FBI is pointless. Start with the most corrupt, like Clinton (and, I

presume Feinstein), and each year, choose 3-5 new people with any level of

power to indict. Do this until people start

retiring. Don’t RICO the entire federal government. You have the option to do it

slowly, so do it



slowly.”

FBIAnon: “But if we do it slowly, people like you will get mad that we are not

working fast enough.”

Question: “Could the release of this information cause a Civil War in the USA?

Leak it. Do it. The day of the rope is nigh”

FBIAnon: “Yes.”

If the above is true, the good guys are stuck between a rock and a hard place. If

they expose it all at once, we get war with foreign countries, as well as civil war.

I’m not saying they are right or wrong in their assessment, only that this is

what the good guys in government believe.

So, don’t be discouraged that you are experiencing censorship from all sides.

Keep at it! What is your inducement to keep at it (aside from saving those poor

kids)? This.

Question: “…Has /pol/ ever found out anything that the FBI didn’t know before

the FBI did?”

FBIAnon: “…yes.”

Things will change on January 20th. If not, there’s always this:

https://mega.nz/#!mspAzSpZ!LraJDYVt7S9t3j0ZQcxwQ66wU6GeOWPOqHscYqp

OFec (Edit: first two pages of this doc: https://sli.mg/GZ8Vcg

https://sli.mg/HzmLRx )

Now that I have laid a little foundation, we get to the parts that are related to

Pizzatgate.

https://mega.nz/#!mspAzSpZ!LraJDYVt7S9t3j0ZQcxwQ66wU6GeOWPOqHscYqpOFec
https://sli.mg/GZ8Vcg
https://sli.mg/HzmLRx


Question: “Simply put. Soros owns Tavistock. Tavistock owns the government.

…”

FBIAnon: “Someone is on to something.” (IMO, This means that Soros and

Tavistock Institute is wrapped up in Pizzagate as well.)

Question: “Ok. Do tell. What about the human tra!cking? I assume that those

who can be indicted

are involved.”

FBIAnon: “Pedophiles and sex tra!ckers everywhere. Many politicians trade

girls like cattle.”

(We are looking at top-level politicians in this. Congress, Federal Judges, FBI

agents, CIA/NSA agents, police o!cers, local, state, and federal. Don’t just limit

the investigation to guys who own pizza joints.)

Some of you who have tried contacting police are getting blown out. Here is

why.

Question: “I want to believe you, Anon…What are the chances that the army will

go along with Obama’s call to martial law? Do you know anything about how the

military department feels about it?”

FBIAnon: “Red team planner. Military will defect in large numbers should they

be compelled to act against their own population. However, the police will not.

They are not trained to reasonably react to a situation, only to follow objectives

and pursue targets. It is a very di"erent mentality from the military, hence the

militarization of the police. They are to be feared.”

Question: “… Are there any more places to focus on? …”

FBIAnon: “… 4- The London connection, not enough attention to Saudi Arabia,



Qatar breakthroughs are a focal point. …” (Remember the twitter girl named

Molly? And how she said a lot of the child porn featured Arabs? Connect those

back to the Clinton Foundation.)

PART TWO OF THREEPART ONE OF THREE.

Question: “I spent numerous hours searching into Qatar but other than bribery

for the bid to host

the 2022 World Cup, it seemed like a dead end.”

FBIAnon: “The roads are not always direct. There are people involved which

hold incredible influence

over US politics. Here is a hint: find everyone involved in the State Department

who has recently made a donation or speech in relation to the CF. Public figures

are not to meet with foreign o!cials

in secret – so who did?”

(Ok, here FBIAnon is saying look into the State Department, and find out who

made donations or speeches for/to the Clinton Foundation. Also, to find out

which public figures met with foreign o!cials in secret. Remember, these

people are ALL related to pizzagate, and the rape, mutilation, and killing of kids.

Don’t get discouraged. If FBIAnon is leaking this, that means there is a way to

find this as public info or with a little white-hat hacking.)

Salient FBIAnon quote: “ The media will attempt to bury any mention of the

CF.” (CF=Clinton Foundation)

Salient FBIAnon quote: “She intends to do what the Clintons have always done –

sell out weapons, favors, intelligence, and people to anyone willing to pay.” (So,

pizzagate, and the related information may not just be about kids, but may also

include weapons, pay-for-play, and intelligence. Notice that FBIAnon didn’t

talk about selling just kids, but “people”.)



Question: “The Bonner Group, warm or cold?”

FBIAnon: “Hot.” (Has anyone started investigating The Bonner Group? If not,

someone should.)

Question: “Any ideas on where to keep going with China? How significant is

Henry M. Paulson?”

FBIAnon: “What was Paulson’s past corporate a!liation? Where did he get the

idea of TARP from?

What major bank went under as a result of his actions?” (Always remember, the

elite are ALL child rapists. That is how they cement deals and know they can

trust each other, because of the threat of the blackmail.)

Question: “Is USAID in any way complicit and aiding in the human tra!cking?”

FBIAnon: “!!!” (Direct quote from FBIAnon. Look into USAID, and how it

connects into the Clinton Foundation.)

Question: “How significant is Africa? I’ve been a bad researcher, and lazied out

on tracking African

organizations (I was sick though) and relating it to migrant stu". I’m

thoroughly convinced that most of her aide funs don’t really do much aside

from keep the entire place down via limited work, though.”

FBIAnon: “Africa is a hotbed for investment by the Chinese and other

organizations. The question is,

how is HRC benefitting from the investment deals? Why would we want to

engage in war over the African plains?” (FBIAnon later says war for food and

minerals, but I would say that it makes it easier to pick up orphans for their sick

and twisted uses. Easier to grab kids from areas that don’t have good birth

records, right? Just like Haiti.)



Question: “Was Ludner Remarais involved in quid-pro-quo with regards to the

Haitian gold mining

rights? Where the hell would you even find evidence for that since Haiti’s

financial records are very spotty, especially around the earthquake? Also, how is

M Partners Inc. connected to the larger picture? They bought Majescor shares

for 1/10 of open stock market value, which screams shady. They’re obviously a

shell company, but information is sparse.”

FBIAnon: “1) I do not know.

2) Why are they spotty? Who does the accounting?

3) It screams shady because it is shady. Who is a!liated with the BoD for M

Partners, and

do they have ties to the CF?”

(Remember, there are other forms of currency than just money. Gold for

instance. Or little kids. If you sold a bunch of kids, how easy would it be to

launder money through a gold mine? Who is going to check that you “found”

100 ounces of gold that one day?)

Question: “I found it rather odd the people who write the reports on issues like

human tra!cking in

Haiti are also the group that award mass aid grants to Clinton Foundation

members like

Muhammad Yunus.”

FBIAnon: “Be careful.” (Who is this Muhammad Yunus character? Why does

FBIAnon say, without actually saying it, that linking this guy into the whole

thing can get Anon killed? Someone who knows how to cover their tracks VERY

well should look into this guy. And be quiet about it, until you have a lot of info

to post.)

Question: “Funny how Scalia and Thomas were the only ones to dissent on the



ruling against

human tra!cking. Maybe he really was murdered for being too based.”

FBIAnon: “Scalia was murdered for something much more sinister.” (I have to

honestly admit, I’m having trouble coming up with something that is “much

more sinister” that raping, dismembering, then killing children. Anyone know

what this could be?)

Question: “…Are FOIA’s (Freedom Of Information Act. It is used to get

documents that are not classified from the government.) be something we

should look in to?”

FBIAnon: “Monsanto, GMO’s, HRC” (I have no idea how Monsanto and GMO’s

would be related to child rapers, but if FBIAnon put it in there, I have to

conclude that, *if* he is telling the truth, there is a link to be found.)

(I have no idea how this next part is connected, only that my gut instinct tells

me it is.)

Question: “Mark Lamont Hill. I remember getting a distinctly strange feeling

seeing him on late

night Fox News. I could tell he was very intelligent, but he seemed to be

purposefully arguing talking points that he didn’t believe. On national

television. Regularly. Can you give us anything more?”

FBIAnon: “What’s his background? Who is he a!liated with? Why does he hold

his views?”

Question: “What about the Barack Obama Foundation? (or the one his brother

runs, The Barack Hussein Obama Foundation?) Also, have you heard about the

book, a manuscript of an unpublished ghostwritten book by BOH, reportedly

purchased by “wesearchr” via crowdfunding from Obama’s



estranged brother Malik? What’s the deal with that?”

FBIAnon: “Definitely dive into it.” (Didn’t somebody just post something either

here or on 4/8chan about O’bummer’s brother being linked to pedophiles?)

Question: “I had a revelation. Is the international economy is predicated on

child tra!cking? The rabbit hole is so deep, I wonder it’s not a hole at all.”

FBIAnon: “Predicated, no. Is it an integral component of elite circles? Yes.”

(Think about what this answer means: Any time you start pulling on strings left

out by FBIAnon, no matter how unrelated they seem, he implies that it will soon

unravel to reveal child tra!cking.)

Question: “What resource-gathering penny stocks should we look at for

connections to the

Foundation? Also, can we assume that any resource penny stock that is HQ’d in

Canada is connected

to Frank Giustra?”

FBIAnon: “A useful hint is to look at the projects the CF has supposedly funded.

Who got contracts

after a donation, then what industry are they in? Were they in a failing industry?

Were they

too small to compete with larger companies?” (FBIAnon is saying to check into

small companies whose shareholders/owners/board of directors donated to the

CF, and is in a failing industry, who couldn’t compete with larger companies,

and you will find links to child tra!ckers. At least that’s what I THINK he is

saying. FBIAnon could be referencing pay-to-play, arms smuggling, or intel

buying/selling)

Question: “Does the Clinton Foundation fund ISIS and then get paid by selling

the oil that ISIS captures? …and the women as well, too?”



FBIAnon: “Here’s where the dark side of the CF is.” (And here is where we get

our first real indication that it’s not just children, but women as well.)

Question: “…What should we follow specifically?”

FBIAnon: “Why do HRC and the CF have ties to certain Indian businessmen,

who, in many instances,

have been routinely accused of pedophilia?”

Salient FBIAnon quote: “… If the truth came out, you all may believe. But who

else would? It is too dark for anyone to stomach.”

Salient FBIAnon quote: “The bottom line is, you cannot keep shouting in an

echo chamber. Your words/images are weapons. Use them as the media does.

You see evidence all the time of people pushing narratives. They are no more or

less capable than you.” (4/8chan should make memes about all these people,

companies, and governments being involved in child rape, dismemberment, and

murder, and post them everywhere.)

PART THREE OF THREE

Question: “Does the human tra!cking have to do with keeping people in line?

Is that aspect of the CF the place where people get vetted/get their membership

in “Hydra”? Is the child tra!cking for blackmail/dead-man’s

switch/enforcement files as well as recreation?”

FBIAnon: “1) Yes. 2) Yes. 3) Yes.” (Even if you think something has to do with

weapons, intelligence, or pay-for-play, it is absolutely going to lead to child

rape/tra!cking.)

Question: “…Wonderful, I went on a frenzy about that in the first editions of

/cfg/. Follow up set of questions: What connection does Cheryl Mills and the



BlackIvy group have to the Foundation? More sex slaves, or the possibility of

blood diamonds, slave labor, and jungle work? Mills was allowed to keep her

clearance after she left the State Department. Seems suspicious she is on the

board of the CF and running a “development” group.”

FBIAnon: “(Cheryl) Mills is almost as important as Abedin. Where did Mills

work before joining the CF?”

Question: “What do the Clintons want from Kosovo? Why is it so important to

them?”

FBIAnon: “What does Kosovo represent on the geopolitical chessboard?” (Again,

nothing concrete, but something is telling me this is specific to the child

tra!cking. Maybe check the laws on import/exports from that area?)

Question: “Any other exorbitantly rich families we should be looking into other

than the obvious

Rockefeller, Rothschilds, Saudi senpai etc?”

FBIAnon: “Gates, Bu"ett, Soros, African kings, the Royal family.” (Let’s play

connect the dots. CF is interested in plains of Africa. Gates’ foundation is

“vaccinating” children in Africa. Coincidence?)

Cryptic FBIAnon quote: “… Elisa Lam had proof of something, but no one got a

chance to listen to her.” (Did Elisa Lam stumble onto something she shouldn’t

have? At a cursory look, nothing stands out, but maybe a centipede can flesh it

out.)

Question: “Any connection to Gates Foundation, CF, Big Pharma, weaponized

cancer, tainted

polio/malaria vaccines, Africa, Dr. Mary Sherman, fucking Oswald…? Is

Kissinger involved with the CF kiddie tra!cking? Harking back to the Blue



Grotto days. These threads really fuck with my head. Collusion theory overload.”

FBIAnon: “Zika, Abbott Labs, Gilead.”

Question: “What is the owner of Tapad, Are Helge Traasdahl’s relationship to all

this? His name

popped up a bit in the DNC leaks.”

FBIAnon: “Yes.” (Although FBIAnon answers in the a!rmative when someone

asks about Helge Trasshadl being involved in election rigging, so this might not

have much to do with pizzagate.)

Question: “How many people has the CF had killed in this election?”

FBIAnon: “At least 14.” (Another time, he says 14 or 16 confirmed, 20

suspected.)

Question: “The Cohen Group: hot or cold? …”

FBIAnon: “1) Hot. …”

Question: “…The Brookings Institute. How evil is this organization? Is 2014

CHARGE project

(combined Brookings and Clinton Global Initiative) used to launder money? …”

FBIAnon: “2) CHARGE was used for weapons and people.”

Salient quote by FBIAnon: “…Everyone thought they couldn’t make a di"erence,

now the MSM is openly trying to frame this board and others as right wing

extremists to discredit us. That should send a clear message as to how

threatening this board actually is.”



Question: “…Could you name some companies/people/events we haven’t looked

into already but are

worth digging?”

FBIAnon: “…2) What was the organization that put together that ad for HRC

with all the celebrities?

What major figure who endorsed HRC has business interest tied to the Clinton

Foundation? What constitutes Mark Cuban’s net worth?”

Question: “Was Hillary involved in Scalia’s death at least? Does the Clinton kill

list theory have

merit?”

FBIAnon: “…The Clinton Kill List is very, very legit. …” (Be safe guys, and cover

your tracks when you are investigating these things. Use proxy/tor/etc., and

look up how to do so safely and e"ectively. Also, sometimes, people forget to

change your MAC address.)

Question: “…but this Lester Holt guy may actually be fair.”

FBIAnon: “Holt is a pretty stand-up journalist. He knows what his role is.”

Salient FBIAnon quote: “The CF always operates in countries where birth

records are di!cult to maintain. Let that sink in for a moment.” (Someone

could research all the countries the CF operates in, find out how spotty birth

records are, and meme that shit.)

Question: Is the shit posted on this site legit?

http://www.thecitizensaudit.com/”

FBIAnon: “It is asking the right questions, and yes, many of HRC’s PAC’s and

even her campaign solicit foreign money and shadow money.”

http://www.thecitizensaudit.com/%E2%80%9D


Salient FBIAnon quote: “…And, as an aside, when you are reading Podesta’s e-

mails, remember that the Clintons deal in weapons, drugs, and people. Some

terminology in use is far more nefarious than many of you suspect.”

Question: “Can you give any more insight into Scalia’s death?”

FBIAnon: “The common assumption is Scalia was murdered to help bring about

gun control via another justice. But then any justice could have been sacked.

What was Scalia doing before he died? What topic was he interested in?”

Question: “Did the GOP leaders pull a coup attempt so they have legitimacy to

block him during his

first term?”

FBIAnon: “They attempted a coup because they are bought by the same interests

as the Dems. …” (This means that the Republicans involved in the coup attempt

are into the same things as the Clintons)

Question: “Was the Moloch shit ever worth looking into? I remember the

Masonic anon talking about the Owl of Minerva, etc. and the connections to the

NOW.”

FBIAnon: “The Owl of Minerva is an important gesture in upper circles.” (The

word “gesture” implies that it is either a literal gesture, or a symbolic gesture. If

it is a literal gesture, for example a certain color worn, or a certain hand

movement, then you could identify involved elites from this gesture. If it is a

symbolic gesture, then you will see it in written communications, and hear it in

conversations. Someone needs to contact someone like Texe Marrs or

Vigilantcitizen.com and get their take on it.)

Question: “How is foreign/dirty money funneling into Clinton’s PACs?

Are they using their 501(c)4’s?”



Like

FBIAnon: “Yes, but sometimes there are 527’s and 4947(a)1’s.” (The 4947(a)1’s

seem to be related to trust funds, but I am not a CPA. Someone from that kind of

background should look into those as they relate to the CF.)

Question: “(Code words to search for in the e-mail leaks. Two answers were

combined.)”

FBIAnon: “Cards, favors, extras, o!cers”

Worried Passerby

November 24, 2016 at 8:09 pm

Hi guys. I’m not sold on ideas of illuminati and such, but some of the things

you’ve been digging and talking about – masks and rituals and such – reminded

me of this article which came out this Suomen Kuvalehti at in early 2000, telling

about this harrowing tale of certain boarding school in Taiwan, where kids of

Finnish Missionaries lived while their parents were working. Person who was

operating there to take care of the kids, was secretly operating with a child

pedophile ring. There is description of a victim telling about people in masks,

doing rituals, having capes on and what not, also talking about American

soldiers and such… this happened around 1970, so it’s very old thing, and I

could only find photocopies of the article trought google, it’s finnish so you

need a translator, but anyway.

http://s929.photobucket.com/user/utulautturi/library/TAIWANIN%20OPPILASK

ODIN%20LAPSIUHRIT

Reason I drop this here is to tell people that yes, sometimes when dealing with

these kind of cases, some scary, demonic type of things do actually happen –

probably to scare a child so damn badly that if they ever tell those things, those

https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/?like_comment=138&_wpnonce=f7250cb2e3
https://dcpizzagate.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/first-blog-post/comment-page-2/#comment-139
http://s929.photobucket.com/user/utulautturi/library/TAIWANIN%20OPPILASKODIN%20LAPSIUHRIT
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will be considered as nightmares. But also, guys, there is possibility that

someone is pulling your leg and giving you path to follow to troll with you guys

by using elements from older cases. So be careful, don’t be too quick to do hasty

allegations.

Either way, I hope this gets sorted out. good luck.

Christina Marlowe

November 25, 2016 at 2:01 am

SEARCH for JAY PARKER…FORMER ILLUMINATI SATANIST

Edward O'Hara

November 25, 2016 at 2:27 am

Yeah Mark Passio knows him

Christina Marlowe

November 25, 2016 at 5:41 pm

THANKS. KEEP GOING.
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Christina Marlowe

November 25, 2016 at 12:40 am

GOD DAMN THESE PEOPLE, GOD DAMN ALL OF THEM.

landscape108

November 25, 2016 at 7:05 pm

THE BASTARD

(Scumbag )

Blogged from LIBERTY LOBBY

Friday, January 24, 2014

Did Eisenhower Murder Patton?

In reading the gory details of Other Losses by James Bacque, the thought

occurred to us that Dwight Eisenhower murdered George Patton.Although

most Americans do not yet realize that Eisenhower was a mass murderer of

epic proportions, and perhaps Bacque would be aghast that we have drawn

such a conclusion from his carefully researched book, Eisenhower has clearly

established himself as a murderer, and shown the capacity for murdering

persons who cross his arrogant anger.

We are well aware of the many “proofs” that Patton died in a fluke car

accident, but we don’t buy it. We have seen uncountable instances of the CIA

covering up murder with “accidents.” Thus our view is that the “accident” in

which Patton died was staged.But why would Eisenhower murder someone

whom he rescued from professional oblivion on more than one occasion? The

insight came to us in reading Patton’s remarks about Eisenhower’s brutal

methods in handling captured Germans after the war, methods which he

likened to the Gestapo. Patton also quickly and humanely released the
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hundreds of thousands of German prisoners in his custody, which was at

complete variance with Eisenhower’s carefully calculated murder.The real risk

to Eisenhower is that Patton had the public visibility and prestige to

completely expose Eisenhower’s lies and deceptions which he ensconced into

the Army’s public records to cover up his massacre policies. Although we do

not think that Patton intended to embarrass his murdering commander, we do

believe that he represented a risk nonetheless. And Patton’s remarks about the

Soviets were not helpful either.Thus we believe that Eisenhower had the

motive and will to murder anyone who threatened his policies and posterity,

and consequently ordered the murder – however subtly and obliquely – of

George S Patton in a staged “accident.” Copyright 2014 Tony Bonn.

Hog–the late President, Harry Truman, was surrounded by spies ( 1945 ). This

political criminal fired General Patton & General MacArthur. America is now

under a commie infested national news media. The skirt chaser, Eisenhower,

was an imported mad dog !

Christina Marlowe

November 25, 2016 at 9:29 pm

Thank you Honey.

anonymous

November 25, 2016 at 5:08 pm

I didn’t see any mention of pizza.jpg, which was in the first half of the podesta

leaks
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Pingback: A FEW GOOD MEN – THE MARSHALL REPORT

Pingback: Pizzagate – SKANDAL władzy w Ameryce + twittergate | VidShaker

De Grijze Duif

November 26, 2016 at 9:11 am

On instagram the account @pizzagate2016 has vannished… Does anyone have

an idea what happend (to him)?

Jesus' Princess

November 26, 2016 at 3:14 pm

Reblogged this on Jesus Cares For He Answers Every Prayer and commented:

Pizza Gate Pedo Files

Michael Basham

November 26, 2016 at 4:42 pm

Reblogged this on StarSword and commented:

What’s that stench? Oh yeah, just the rotten odor of Satanism being exposed.

Man up and face reality!
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Pingback: cristpolit-20161125-all | News Archive

Joe bail

November 26, 2016 at 10:52 pm

Makes me fucking sick they should all pay for there actions

xcalvinx

November 26, 2016 at 11:34 pm

Excellent summary. When I first saw the odd email language, I didnt think

much of it or the initial theories, but as more comes out I’m convinced this is

real and quite massive. I’ve done some of my own research, namely on Brock

Pierce, board member of the Clinton Global Initiative and accused pedo. At a

minimum he comes o" as a nut and associates with some very sketchy people,

including a convicted pedo – not to mention hollywood mogul david ge"en and

director bryan singer, also accused pedos. The google links will blow your mind,

thats why I’m posting this to anyone doing the research. How such a freak like

this would get put on the BoD at CGI indicates to me this is likely not just a

criminal organization, but a profoundly evil one.

I also think that this is not just about pedophilia, but also about testing

experimental vaccines on third world populations such as those found in Haiti. I

havent found any direct evidence, but it was damn suspicious that the clinton

crime mob was working to help a company called MRI Global get into Haiti for

some green energy project, when another side of their business is vaccines for
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chem/bio warfare. Googling a bit more, it appears this wouldnt be the first time

big pharma has conducted their human trials on poor populations throughout

the world.

Angel Scott

November 27, 2016 at 1:54 am

I promoted your site on my Seattle TV show, while interviewing Kevin Barrett.

He then posted it on Veterans Today and bashed me (and you) Thanks for the

work http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/11/23/aa-dc/

Christina Marlowe

November 27, 2016 at 2:27 am

GREAT WORK!!! KEEP AT IT…

dcpizzagate

November 27, 2016 at 2:54 am

I saw that. You ARE a brave soldier! THANK YOU! Kevin Barrett is a moron.
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truthtiderising

November 27, 2016 at 3:09 am

Very well done summary. Linked here:

https://truthtiderising.wordpress.com/2016/11/19/pizzagate-dnc-pedophile-

ring-exposed-by-podestas-emails-obama-clintons-andrew-kline/

Suspected Pedophile Ring Exposed  Create a free website or blog at WordPress.com./
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